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If you saw the movie "Sand Pebbles" you will
undoubtably be struck with the similarity of the
"San Pablo" with that of the tISS "Pueblo", illfated Navy ship captured this week by the North
Koreans. The two ships resemble each other, were
in the same general area, under the same general
conditions!
Like most any office, we get many out-of-town
callers in ours. In this business we have lots of salesmen selling gimmicks, gadgets, supplies, machinery,
promotions, etc.
But this particular one, last month,really floored me.
Dark suit, pretty well dressed, brief case, welldistributed middle-age spread, topcoat already off
and over his arm, and his hat on top of that. Could
he speak to me for a few minutes?
Well, as usual I was in a hurry, but, OK. I led
him in the private office, he parked his coat, hat,
briefcase, sat down, and puffed on a big black cigar.
Not in a pompous manner, mind you. All businesslike.
It seems that my friend, Mr. ••• from the
neighboring town, ••*, had suggested that he call
on me. "Yes, I know him well", I stated. "He has a
fine newspaper."
"He thinks a lot of your paper, too", the gent
said, and we passed the pleasantries for a minute or
two.
I wondered what he was selling, so I finally
asked him.
"Well y u might say I'm a promotions specialist", he sta
"As a matter of fact I have staged
some nationall recognized promotions for papers,
and at the sugge tion of your friend, Mr. ••• in **•,
I thought you might like to use some of these ideas
here in Fulton. I am on my way to Arizona, but I
will be in this area for a little while."
It finally turned out that he was looking for a
job, selling advertising.
I told him I had all the staff I needed at the
moment, and that I felt we were doing very nicely.
Out of curiosity, I asked him what papers he had
been working with,"I haven't been in this area", he
said; "I'm just going through on a liesurely trip to
Arizona, But I was advertising manager for years
on the ••• paper in ••• West Virginia".
I again assured him I wasn't interested, and
got up td leave.
"Say", he said, "could you spare me a dollar? I
haven't had a meal all day, and it's a ways back to
this other town I was in."I kept on toward the door,
and he came down to 50c, and then _a quarter. I kept
moving, as he hastily gathered up his topcoat and
hat, and briefcase, and departed, looking for all the
world like a retired chairman of a Board of Directors.
I hope he made it to Arizona. I never did see him
get in a car, and it's a long walk.
Once upon a time, here in Fulton, and this being a railroad town, we used to get a lot of "gentlemen" who were "on the road", but I have riever before been confronted by such a first-impression deceiver.
I recall one busy December, a fellow in a wellwrinkled suit came to the office when we were over
across from Puckett's near the underpass.He said
he was a printe!-, and I needed an extra printer
badly. Work was piled high, we were busy as everything, and he wanted to work,so I put him to work.
He really went to work. By the end of the day
he had produced twice as much as I thought he
could, and first-class work, too. So I paid him and
asked if he would work the rest of the week."Sure",
he said. I asked him where he was coming from,and
he said "Chicago Tribune. .. on the way to see my
brother in South Carolina to spend Christmas".
Next day he hustled right along, and I was congratulating myself, even though Jo was sort of
snickering at me. I paid him again.
The third day he showed up so soused that he
wasn't worth two cents. I took him over to Smith's
Cafe, fed him breakfast and he came to work and
snapped out of it. That went on like that for the rest
of the week, but it was worth it. We really turned
out the printing. That Saturday I took my family up
to St. Joe to spend Christmas with my parents, and
told old Bill Betts goodbye.
Well sir, old Bill had gotten so attached to our
place that he actually hung around Fulton for nearly a week, waiting for us to return, and stayed sober
at that. When we got back to Fulton, they told us
that he had finally given up,and left the day before.
Never saw him again.
And then there's this little story that one of the
Twin Cities'respected businessmen tells on himself:
Back in his earlier years he lived in a community down in Tennessee served by the Illinois Central.
One day he decided he wanted to go and visit Chicago, so he hopped the next freight northbound.
Arriving in the Fulton New Yards, he was discovered by the railroad police and booted off the train.
(Continued On Page Elght)
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State Jaycee President Will Be
Special Guest Here January 26 Fulton Bank Announces "Open 4iouse
Iffarraret LCenter
Minx Library
University of
L•Ningfon, Ky,Kentucky
449504

John Fitzwater, president of the
Kentucky Jaycees, will be the special guest of the Fulton Jaycees at
their Awards Night program Friday, January 26.
Fitzwater, who is advertising director for The Commonwealth.
Journal newspaper in Somerset,
will be making his 85th local chapter visit since being elected in mid.
May 1967. His travels have taken
him more than 41,000 miles.
His Jaycee career has included
serving the Somerset Jaycees as
director, state director, vice president and president. During his term
as president in Somerset the chapter was named one of the top 10
chapters in America and the No. 1
chapter in the nation in the field
of Civic Improvement.

On the state level he has been
editor of the state publication, served as a vice president and National Director.
Al 28, Fitzwater is the youngest
man ever to head the Kentucky
Jaycees, and is currently the
youngest state president in the national organization.
lie was Plush! County's Outstanding Young Man in 1965.

Durbin Awarded
Legion Of Merit
By Westmoreland

Sunday Afternoon In New Quarters

Sunday will be a gala day for the Directors, officials
and stockholders of the Fulton Bank . . . for the first
time it will give them an opportunity to show off their
brand-new, ultra-modern building and equipment, just
completed.
The beautiful, spacious building (see pictures
throughout this issue), under construction for nearly a
year, features nearly every modern convenience in the
banking world. Visitors will walk on wall-to-wall
carpeting, be able to sit and relax in a lounge area, converse privately in any num\aer of screened-off offices.

Employees have been provided .
comfortable and spacious loung
complete with all kitchen equip
ment, electric heat, roomy and
colorful working quarters, a private
parking area and many other conveniences.
"Open house" hours Sunday will
be from 2:00 p. m. until 5:00 p. m.
On Monday morning all business
of the Bank will be transferred to
the new building.
Fulton Bank first opened for
business on Tuesday, November 27,
1945 with three employees. James
F. Duncan was active Vice-President and cashier, assisted by Miss
Phyllis Ringo, teller, and Miss Nell
Nelson, bookkeeper. The bank was
capitalized at $50,000 with $10,000
surplus.
Officers were Ira Little, Board
chairman; Smith Atkins, President:
James F. Duncan, vice-President
and cashier. The Board consistee
of the officers and Maxwell Mc
Dade, Frank Beadles, R. H. Whit,
and Gilson Latta.
In November 1953, when the Lake
Street building was remodeled,
assets were over $2,000,000. As of
December 31, 1967, assets were
listed at over $6,160,000.
Present officers include Maxwell
McDade, President; Frank Beadles,
Board Chairman; M. R. Jeffress,
executive Vice-President; Harold
D. Henderson Jr., Vice-President
and cashier; Kenneth Stanley and
William Scott, assistant cashiers.
Directors include Frank Beadles.
Maxwell McDade, M. R, Jeffress,
Harold Henderson, Jr., Charles
Fields, Robert Peterson and James
Butts.
Other employees include Willette
Kearney, teller; Marjorie Holder,
teller; Mable (Mrs. John) Bard,
teller; Jessie (Mrs. Charles) Sisson
and Dottie Harrison, note department; Nancy Moss, proof operator;
Nancy Treas, receptionist; Joella
Parrott, drive-in teller; and Jo
Ann (Mrs. Robert) Williams, Mr,
Joyce Williams and Carol Dixon
bookkeeping department.

HQS, MACY, Saigon, RVN — Colonel Paul J. Durbin. a 1938 graduate
of the University of Kentucky, has
been awarded the Legion of Merit
Award for meritorious service as
area judicial officer and law officer
for Vietnam. The award was presented to Colonel Durbin by the
commander of American forces in
Vietnam, General William C. Westmoreland in the general's office.
The nephew of Mrs. W. II. Purcell, 415 Jackson Street, Fulton,
Kentucky, he was responsible for
administering the Army Law Officer Program, supervising junior
judicial officers and maintaining
an orderly trial calender of cases
from 11 general court-martial jurisdictions.
During the colonel's tour, he presided as law officer in over 300
cases tried at various locations in
the Republic. In spite of the great
distances separating the cases, he
was able to schedule transportation
JOHN FITZWATER
and trials in order to avoid con(By Ovid. Jewell)
this address?" My answer was, "Of
flicts and delays. All of the cases
"Abraham Lincoln was a relative course!"
were tried as scheduled.
of mine," I told the guard at the
I paid my fare and looked
Colonel Durbin also prepared and door, as I left Ford's Theater, around. It was no nice street by
any
where
President Lincoln was asmeans, and except for a policedelivered a series of lectures on
man, everyone I saw was Chinese.
American jurisprudence at the Sai- sassinated.
"Young lady, I have worked here The building I was seeking was a
gon Law School,on his own initiative. He also cotjucted an 4nglish for years and you are only the sec. laundry. I had an uneasy feeling
class for senior members of the Old Person who has ever made that and quickly hailed another cab.
That night at dinner at the HillMinistry of Justice, contributing to statement," was his answer, and
following that we had a nice chat. crest, one of Washington's most
H. D. Davenport, assistant vice- a better understanding of the role
Actually, the relationship was beautiful and historical old manpresident of the Illinois Central for in counterinsurgency.
(Continued On Page Eight)
Colonel Durbin, who graduated distant and by marriage, but I
operations, will be the featured
had
grown up feeling very close to
speaker at the Fulton Rotary Club from Fulton High School in 1934,
luncheon next Tuesday noon at the has served in Southeast Asia for the great president.
My visit to Ford's Theater was
Park Terrace: His subject will be five years, serving in Vietnam four
during the World War II days, when
years and Thailand one year.
"modern railroading".
He received his law degree from I was working in Washington, D.
Davenport. Who started out as a
C. At that time the old theater was
junior engineering aide in 1946 at the University of Kentucky in 1941,
a Lincoln Museum.
Paducah, advanced through the practiced law in Milton and served
I spent hours browsing about,
engineering department to Division as railroad commissioner for the
reading old newspaper accounts of
Engineer, and then was named as- State.
assassination In one article
The colonel arrived initially in the
sistant Superintendent of the Iowa
Public hearings have been schedwas the address of the house where
The Hickman County Falcons
division in 1961. Then followed the Vietnam in 1959 and was the first
uled for the week starting Jan. 28
the
conspirators
plotted
the
assaswere voted the best high school
assistant Superintendency of the Judge Advocate Officer assigned to
on
two
of
the
controversial
most
sination. I took down the street
basketball team in the First Region
Illinois Division, the Louisiana Di- MACV. The Judge Advocate Adnumber with plans to visit the place issues before the 1968 Kentucky by area coaches in the second.
vision, general Superintenont at visory Program was developed unLegislature.
after
leaving
theater.
the
I had no
Chicago and then appointment to der his guidence. From May, 1959
They are whether to keep stand- weekly Sun-Democrat poll last
to August 1961, he worked with the doubts but that it would be another ard time or go on daylight saving week and the Paducah Tilghman
his present position.
museum.
Tornado came in a close second.
The program is being arranged Director of Military Justice in
After visiting the little house time from the last Sunday of April
Votes were cast prior to Hickman
by Jerry Dumas, trainmaster here analyzing the Vietnamese Code of
to the last Sunday of October each
across
the
street
from
theater
the
County's
two losses to Fulton
Military Justice and in drafting
where President Lincoln died, I year, and whether to retain or re- County (73-58) and Murray (64-55)
proposed
changes necessary for the
BASKETBALL QUEEN
peal
the
compulsory
vehicle
motor
hailed a cab and gave the address
Nancy Easterwood, daughter of effective administration of milisafety inspection law now in effect. last Friday and Saturday nights reI had written down.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Easterwood and tary justice in the expanding miliA hearing on the time issue has spectively. The Falcons played
The
cab
driver
said,
"The
place
a junior at South Fulton High tary forces. Many of the changes he
been scheduled by the House State without three top starters—cousins
is just around the corner."
Joe, Alan and Shelly Barclay—and
School, has been named 1968 Bas- proposed have become law either
"That's OK, take me there," I Government Committee in the four frontline reserves
in both
ketball Queen at the school. At- through decree or legislation.
House Chamber. The Senate and
replied.
games.
His many friends in Vietnam retendants include Joyce Forehand,
As we rounded the corner, the House Committees on Highways
Coach
Faurest
gret
Coogle
that
he must leave and wish
of the FalJune Vetter, Pam Netherland and
and Public Safety plan a joint
cons said the seven players were
him much good fortune in all his driver asked, "Young lady, are hearing on auto inspection.
Marilyn Hardy.
you sure you want to get out at
suspended for "disciplinary reafuture endeavors
sons," but expected all to return
for Tuesday night's game at Carlisle County. "All seven are very
fine boys," Coogle said today. "It
was nothing real serious—just minFred Paxton, managing director
or things getting out of hand—but
of WPSD-TV, Paducah, notified the
Twin Cities Cable Television com- it was something I felt like I needed to do. I think it will help them
pany last weekend that the station
in the future because they realize
had withdrawn its opposition to lothey were wrong:"
cal reception of WSIU-TV, an eduHickman County received 7 of 17
cational TV station in Carbondale,
first place votes from coaches pat
ticipating in the poll, enough fo f
Ken Turner, manager of the local
106 points. Tilghman, 9-2 after winTV cable system, told The News on
ning 7 straight, placed second with
Wednesday that with this restric103 points, getting the other 4 firsttion lifted, the toes/ syliiem is makplace votes. The Falcons stand 10-3
ing immediate plans to include the
on the season after the recent deCarbondale station on the local disfeats.
tribution system, using channel 9.
Third place again went to Mayfield's Cardinals (114) with 88
points, Calloway County's Lakers
(12-5) came in fourth with 64 points
and South Marshall's Rebels (14-4)
ranked fifth at 56. North Marshall,
A Youth Center in Fulton has Lone Oak,
Heath, Benton and Carbeen opened by Explorer Post No. lisle County
rounded out the top
43 on Walnut Street next to Ben- ten.
nett Electric.
The building, formerly used for
CAMPUS LIGHTS
furniture storage, has been rented
The 31st annual production of
by the Explorers, painted and deco- "Campus Lights"
will be staged
rated inside, and weekly Saturday Feb. 15-17 In
the auditorium of
night dances are 'now being Murray State
University.
escheduled.
Col. Paul Durbin receives the Legion of Merit Award from his old friend General
PANCAKE BRE AK FAST
Westmoreland in Wipe%
SENATE PAGE
prior to his departure for the States and retirement from active duly. Durbin'; service
The West Fulton PTA will sponwith Weshnoreland
Michael Fenwick, son of Mr. and sor a pancake
breakfast next Weddates back to the days whim General Westmoreland was CO of the 101st Airborne at Ft. Campbell,
and Dur- Mrs. Bill Fenwick of Fulton and a nesday morning,
January 33, from
bin WiliS the Division's chief level officer. A former Paratrooper. Durbin was one
freshman
at
Fulton
High,
is serving six until ten o'clock in the
of only six army lawyers
First
as a page in the State Senate at Methodist Church.
qualified for lump duty at that time.
The public Is
Frankfort this week.
Invited to attend.

Re-dedication Of Ford's Theater
Recalls A Visit to This Landmark

IC Vice-President
Davenport Will
Address Rotarians

Hearings On
Falcons Still
Time,Inspection Ranked No. 1
Issues Slated
In Cage Poll

Educational TV
Added To Cable

Explorer Post 43
Opens Youth Center

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHELiN0
Editors and Publishers
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THE PREACHER'S MISTAKE
The parish priest
Of austerity„
Climbed up in high church steeple
To be nearer
So that he might hand
His word down to His people.

Fulton Bank IsTo Be Congratulated On Their
Building,a New Landmark In Downtown Area
Our congratulations this week to
the officers and Board of the Fulton
Bank for a beautiful new building into
which the Bank is moving this weekend.
The handsome French Provincial
structure is an imposing building, and
its furnishings and conveniences are
the latest word in modern banking facilities. The erection of such a magnificent building reflects the confidence
that the stockholders have in Fulton
and its future growth; it is a tribute to
these community leaders, who have
taken the first giant step toward a
great modernizing program in the

downtown area, and it will surely act
as a stimulant to neighboring property
owners to do some major "fixing-up"
themselves.
Such confidence, and initiative,
will make the Twin Cities better communities in the years to come. Confidence, initiative and optimism are contagious, and in today's scramble in the
business world, they are as necessary
to a small community as blood is to a
human being.
As the old saying goes, "You are
never standing still; you are either
moving forward or backward". We
salute this forward step.

And now and again
When he heard the creak
Of the weather vane a-turning,
. He closed his eyes
And said,"Of a truth
From God I now am learning."
And in sermon script
He daily wrote
What he thought was sent from heaven,
And he dropped this down
On his people's heads
Two times one day in seven.

Disorder On The Left
The young militants in American
university life should be pondering
these days where they are going and
what they are accomplishing. However
idealistic their motives, too often their
tactics have served mainly to alienate
them from the rest of the American
community,
Take for instance the recent tactics
of collegiate militants at San Francisco
State College. They wanted to bring
about some kind of "confrontation"
with Governor Reagan. They tried
abrasive protest and a rough sit-in
when two white students were
suspended from a publication for publishing a scatological poem, and four
Negro students were suspended after
ransacking of the student newspaper
office.
In the end, the Students for a
Democratic Society lost support and
the campus security force was beefed
up. The New Republic, reporting all
this (and not likely to err on the side
of reaction) said: "The militants have
probably ruined one of the best state
colleges in the nation."
This probably is an overly shrill
comment. But the militants' program
is to lead campus demonstrations,
break through police lines when Secretary Rusk speaks, conduct sit-ins
against Dow Chemical and campus recruiting—to heckle and harry in an
effort to rouse opinion to what they
A member of the Kentucky Prose Association
Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 421141
Successor of various vreeldy papers In Felten
use find of which was founded in INS.
Published livery Thursday of The Year
at 311 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's 'Bert Air—A
Weekly Papers.
change .f.
address all mall (subscriptions,
dress. Forms 3371) to Post Office Box 317
ton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.114 per year In Pullen
Coutlflos, KY., and Olden and
Hickman, 0
Wiskley Comities, Tenn. elsewhere ihroughowl
isis Unteid States MAI per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tex.

In his age God said,
"Come down and die!"
And he cried out from the steeple,
"Where art thou, Lord?"
And the Lord replied,
"Come here among my people."

known.
But the net result, as far as we can
see, is the circulation of another petition to the voters, and the gathering
of at least 51% of the number of names
voting in the last election, and this
must be done before the June 30 deadline. Thus, with a tax agreed for this
year, the whole question can be put on
next November's ballot and decided
for good.
There are going to be some dissenters to any tax, to be sure, but after
listening to some of the major dissenters last week, we don't really believe
they want to kill the whole system. We
believe they will go along with a
slightly-reduced assessment this corning year, and we believe the Library
Board will trim all of the corners they
can, in order to live with whatever
they have to manage on, if it is anywhere near reasonable.
charge is the immorality of Vietnam
and the draft.
What do the militants want? Some
refuse to spell out. Others say "A second American revolution." Some seek
a decentralized system, with only local
government and little of that. Some
want anarchy, some communism. But
their methods are too often counterproductive.
What some of them need is a good
sound "teach-in" on the workings of
politics. Then they would understand
the need to concentrate on the best
available candidate and work diligently for his nomination.
— Christian Science Monitor:

Katie Peden Would Make
Us A Splendid Senator
A lady Senator from Kentucky?
Kentucky had a Lady Commissioner of Commerce during the Breathitt administration, and a good one. In
fact, an outstanding one who did a
hardhitting job getting industry for
Kentucky. Look at the record.
Katie Peden, certainly no stranger
to business people in all walks of life
in this area, announced this week that
she will run against Thruston Morton
for the U. S. Senate this year.
We hold the greatest of admiration
for Katie and for the way she goes
about getting a job done. She is a tremendous worker, has a great devotion
to duty, and has amassed an outstanding record of accomplishment through
the years. She would make Kentticky
a splendid Senator. We can think of no
one, except former Governor Breathitt himself, who is more equipped to
"think Kentucky and work for Kentucky" than this 42-year-old radio
executive, former Commerce Commissioner, and former national president
of the Business and Professional Women.

"For which of you, intending to
build a tower, sitteth not down first,
and counteth the cost, whether he
have sufficient to finish it? Lest
haply, after he hath laid the foundation, and not able to finish it,
all that behold it began to mock
him. Saying, this man began to
build ,and was not able to finish.
Or what King, going to make war
against another King sitteth not
down first, and consulteth whether
he be able with ten thousand to
meet him with twenty thousand?"
It is notable that in these two
parables, which deal with the great
endeavors of the human soul, our
Lord brings in the figure of the
builder and a king making war upon another king. Christ always took
human life at its best and kingliest,
and even his illustrations have a
royal touch. But the point to note
is that Christ compared life to
building. Life was like architecture
or war. Building and battling are
the Masters figures; and I do not
believe that the world has ever bettered them. Think it all out, says
the Master, sit down, count up the
cost, find what it comes to. Rash
promising is certain to make a
shipwreck.
I think it immensely increases our
reverence for Jesus to find him
dealing thus with human souls. He
never veils the hardship of his call14; he is so absolutely certain of

When the sun was high,
When the sun was low,
The good man sat unheeding
Sublunary things.
From transcendency
Was he forever reading.

We Believe That Fulton Countians
Want To Keep A Library System
Is Fulton County going to lose its
fine library system?
As far as we can see, it is, unless
the property owners of the County
vote a tax on themselves to keep it
funded. It's that simple.
There have been a dozen suggestions advanced for raising funds to
continue library operation, but none of
them will really work, and continue
to guarantee funds from year to year.
Why deceive ourselves by such wishful
thinking as "voluntary contributions"
and such?
An exploratory meeting was held
at the Fulton Library last Wednesday
to consider the matter, and both proponents and opponents were present
for a lengthy discussion. Several avenues of compromise were opened up,
and at the next meeting to be held in
Hickman on February 8th the results
of these explorations will be made

COUNTING THE COST
SCRIPTURE READING
LUKE 14:15-95
TEXT

— William Croswell Doane
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By Brenda Rowlett

One often hears the comment today that children seem to know
more about science tham many
adults, and indeed this sometimes
appears to be true. Parents can
sympathize with the mother and
father who had never heard of the
ionosphere or troposphere until
their fourth-grade asked them
which one was ewer the earth.
Teachers could /!Port numerous
situations similar to the one in
which a fifthgrader was able to
give his class an impromptu lecture
in answer to another child's question on how a rocket works. Where,
we ask, are children getting this information?
The science books for children
certainly are one of the most important sources of this information.
Partly because of the nationwide
concern for more science in the
schools, the list of these books con-

tinues to grow in length as each
year publishers rush more and
more of them to press. The list,
however, has also grown in breadth
of subject. No longer are the
science books concerned primarily
with familiar plants and animals—
today they cover almost every area
of scientific knowledge from the
tiny atom to outer space. No longer
are sciences like physics, chemistry, and archaeology reserved for
the high-school and college student
—today even the primary child is
given an opportunity to learn about
these exciting fields of knowledge.
Let's examine a few of the books
in this area that would be of interest to young readers.
THE BOY'S BOOK OF MODERN
CHEMICAL WONDERS by Frank
Giffin. Since twentieth century
chemical discoveries and processes
have their roots in the work so

Turning Back The Clock

(Continued on Page Seven)

Lehr, a meteorologist with the
United States Weather Bureau. Pictures show the distinctive forms of
clouds common to storms and the
text discusses the four families of
clouds, and explains storm patterns.
The young reader will learn what
causes rain, what fronts and frontal
storms are, how to protect himself
from lightning, and the safest
thing to do in a tornado. Included
are fascinating accounts of how
pilots fly into hurricanes in order
to observe and report on them, and
how the Weather Bureau uses
meteorological satellites to obtain
pictures of hurricanes. Famous
winds of the world—including northers, the mistral and the sirocco are
discussed, along with their effect
on people exposed to them for
long periods. Finally, the author
talks about weather lore—the magic
used in various parts of the world
for rainmaking and for stopping
rain, and gives various folk sayings
about weather. Readers will learn
which of these sayings are valid
STORMS by Paul E. Lehr. Wea- and which are not. Altogether, an
ther is becoming an increasingly exciting account of storm weather,
important subject in schools. All geared to interest youngsters aged
kinds of storms, from thunder- 10 to 14. Illustrated throughout with
storms to hurricanes, are described pictures, maps and diagrams,
in this fascinating book by Paul many in full color.

painstakingly undertaken by scientists of earlier years, the author
first sets the scene for this survey
of the modern situation by describing some of the key discoveries of
previous centuries. The story of
modern chemical wonders is traced
from their earliest beginnings, progressing to a detailed description
of how they affect our world today.
Everyday marvels of our life—such
as antibiotics, ingenious alloys and
detergents—are too often taken for
granted. This book underlines, in
both text and illustration, the excitement of their discovery and development. The most significant
triumphs of modern chemistry are
fully described in this account of
the application of scientific theory
and method to twientieth-century
needs. A fascinating selection of
illustrations and a detailed index
make this book a useful work of reference as well as an enthralling
survey of scientific adventure and
achievement

Street. Two tables of members and one guest, Mrs.
George Batts, enjoyed games of contract during the afternoon, with Mrs. Clanton Meacham receiving high
score prize. Light refreshments were served by the hostess.

Miss Marileen Brown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Brown, and Aaron McGough, son of Mr. and Mrs.
January 23, 1948
Robert McGough of Water Valley, were quietly married
January 16 in the home of Rev. Martin Rudolph, near
Hubert Jaco, principal of Fulton High School, has Paducah. Miss LaJean Bynum, cousin of the bride, was
been appointed by County March of Dimes Chairman maid of honor and Harold Clark of Water Valley served
McCoy as chairman of the local drive to raise funds for as best man. Following the wedding an informal reception was held in the home of the bride's parents. Mr. Mcthe National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
Gough is employed by the Pure Milk Company. After a
Speed signs along the main routes of approach to short wedding trip, the couple will be at home at 107
the city have been erected and are going to be enforced, Norman Street.
stated Fulton police chief McDade this week. Speed
Little Donnie McKnight was honored on his sixth
limit in the residential district is 25 miles per hour, with
birthday, January 16, with a party given by his mother,
a 20-mile per hour limit in the business district.
Mrs. Max McKnight at their-home.Games and contests
The city parking meters have been,in operation two were enjoyed during the afternoon, with Johnny Jones
and a half months and, in addition to money, here are and Becky Wiseman winning prizes. Refreshments of ice
some of the items taken from the meters: a token for the cream and cake were served late in the afternoon, with
Louisville Railway Company, three washers, fifteen balloons and bubble gum given as favors. Guests were:
metal tuberculosis campaign buttons that were flattened Phillip Andrews, Johnny Jones, Buddy Rose, Ralph
and passed for pennies, three plugged pennies, two plug- Moore, Diane Trinca, Sam Trinca, Reta Keiser, Jane and
ged nickles, one penny mashed extra flat to enlarge to Judy Keiser, David Weatherspoon, Joan Covington, Ray
the size of a nickle, 130 bent pennies, one amusement Campbell, Judy Stinneft, Wanda Greer, Chan Covingcompany slug, one slug from a slot machine, four flat ton, Mickey Rooney, Bobby Hyland, Agnes Rooney,
nickles, one 5-Pfetmig piece (German) about the size of Paula Durbin and Jerry Wayne Grissom.
a penny and dated 1902, one 5-Pfennig piece from HitLatham: Mrs. Maggie House has resigned as cook at
ler's regime and one plugged Canadian penny.
Welch School on account of her health. Mrs. Vivian
Hello World: Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Fortner, Hick- Young is taking her place.
man, announce the birth of an eight-pound girl, Donna
Pilot Oak: Quite a lot of excitement happened at
Kay, born January 13 in Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Pennington announce the birth Ewing Rowland's residence Tuesday morning. Ellen was
of a girl, Teresa Carol, January 14 in the Fulton Hos- drawing water for her washing. She carried a bucket of
water in the home and left the cistern open. A goat
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Williams are the parents of an jumped in the cistern and when she went for more waeight and one-half pound daughter, Sallie Annis, born ter, the goat was swimming around and around and
bleating every breath. Mr. Edd Lamb came with a ladJanuary 21 in Haws Memorial.
der, went into the cistern and tied a rope around the
Mrs. L. O. Carter was hostess to members of the goat's neck and Ellen pulled it out. Ellen says she won't
Thursday afternoon bridge club at her home on Browder leave the cistern open any more.
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The Parson
Speaks

!POET'S CORNER

Mary Jo Westphelizg Featued In Shakespearean Role

Native Korean Teaches English
At Murray State University
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Highway Department
Checks Its Vehicles

Dr. Sangsup Lee has little trouble 1964 to work toward a Ph.D. tieexplaining "irony" to students in gree, since no Korean universities
his literature classes. He need adz: presently offer a Ph.D. in English.
use himself as an example. Dr. Dr. Lee studied at Emory UniverLee, a Korean, is an assistant pro- sity in Atlanta and received the defessor of English at Murray State gnse last year.
University.
Although he had never been to
And ironically, Dr. Lee set out the United States, Dr. Lee said he
to become an English professor was not particularly surprised at
what he found when he arrived.
while still in school in Korea.
He said Korean students are re- America was quite like he expected
quired to study English from the it to be, he said.
seventh grade through the sophoDuring tne eight years that Komore year in college. During these
reans are taught English, they
years, he became interested in learn about the culture, geography,
English, especially English litera- principles, and custouos of the
ture, and decide to teach it.
United States, he explained.
He came to the United States in
"Korean students are taught that
America is a big country of wealthy
people," Dr. Lee said. "I had seen
many pictures of America before
corning here. Therefore, I was not
Hospital beds
startled by the skyscrapers and
Baby beds
large buildings in New York when
I first arrived."
Vacuum clecUICI-D

Floor polishers
WADE MEN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky

The Kentucky Department of
Highways is complying with the
State's new motor vehicle inspection law by beginning inspections
of its 4,126 vehicles this month,
according to Commissioner William
B. Hazelrigg. They will be inspected in highway garages under a
section of the law which allows
owners of 15 or more vehicles to
administer their own programs after approval by the Department of
Public Safety.
•

Wheat cutback made despite advisory panel.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulton

172-1341

Dr. Lee is concerned mainly with
the world of academics and he does
not believe there is a radical difference in American and Korean
education. He finds American students have the same desires, ambitions, and problems as Koreans.
Appearing In the senior class' adaptation of
Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream,
Mary Jo Wsistpheling won applause as Hippolyta,
bride of Theseus, when the show was offered to
the public at the Academy of the Sacred Heart in

for your grain drying & storage needs!
We handle
the quality
line of

• Drying and storage bins

• floaters

• Extra-duty SUPER bias

• Fans

• Stab bias

• Grain bin

wasserin

• Grain bandits* accessories
Cow Laud let vs show you bow acroglanao ass

handle
YOUR drying and storage needs. We service what ire sell l

BunnirrE TRACTOR CO.
On The By-Pass

St. Charles, Mo., on Jan. 20 and 21.
The play was the ambitious choice of the class
for an "all-student" production, with cast and
crew contained within its membership. In the
picture Mary Jo (seated at left) is seen engaged in
a discussion-, with the director, Meredith David
(standing at center) who also takes the pert of
Puck, and others in the cast as they decide on details for the wedding scene.
Her classmates represent a cross-section of

Top Students To
Be Selected For
Cash,Medallion

Baughman

Fulton, Ky.

Buy Before Feb.
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1st and SAVE 5%!

A Scholastic Recognition Program, designed to honor the outstanding students from each of
Kentucky's 11 educational districts
and from two sections of Southern
Indiana, has been established by
The Courier-Journal and The Lobisville Times, and WHAS, Inc.
Announcement was made by
Barry Bingham, publisher of newspapers and chairman of the board
of the radio-television station.
High School principals in Kentucky and Southern Indiana have
until February 15 to nominate one
of their graduating seniors for an
award.

local and resident students attending the school.
They are (at right) Nancy Corley of Switzerland
and Laura McMenamy of University City, Mo. in
background, with Anita Scherrer of Illinois who is
seated and Juliette Cartwright of Pennsylvania,
gesturing. Susie Kitcher of Michigan is at left.
Meredith David, now moved to Illinois, formerly
lived in Brentwood, Mo.
The girls will complete their high school education at the Academy of the Sacred Heart in June.
The school is celebrating the 150111 anniversary of

HiramWalkei

its founding by Blessed Philippine Duchesnis, who

Ten High

brought Sacred Heart education to America from
France in 1818.

Establishment of the program
is a broadening of scholastic recognition started nine years ago when
of National
Merit
recipients
Scholarships in the Louisville
Metropolitian area were first honored by the newspapers. In recent
years both National Merit scholars
and winners of National Achievement Scholarships have been recognized. The new program, in replacing these recognitions, will make it

possible for students from throughout Kentucky and Southern Indiana to be eligible for recognition.
The fa top students each will receive a $250 cash award and medallion and will be honored along
with their parents and principals at
a luncheon in Louisville.

Sip it slow and easy. Enjoy 86 proof
straight Bourbon whiskey as only
Hiram Walker can make it. Enjoy
getting an excellent value, too!

SLit MATURED IS CASI

%RAM WALKERS ,
—

11

tt HIGS
4k,',4141;66.0'
Wnisimv
0,T,t I V

•;_ow

Your best bourbon buy

$2.50 Pt. $4.00 4/5 Qt.
Full 131.1Eirt MOO
(Tax Included)

Nominations are being received
until February 15 by the newspapers' Public Service Department.

86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA. ILL.
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HEALTH CARE COSTS ARE
RISING ACROSS THE NATION
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BUT— Are You Prepared To Meet
These Rising Health Care Costs?
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WE CAN HELP. Let Us Tell You About The••.
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BLUE CROSS • pHRO0STPEITcATIL0CNARE
BLUE SHIELD •

CLOSED ALL DAY
SATURDAYS

AND

SURGICAL-MEDICAL
PROTECTION

3101 Bardstown Road

JOIN NOW

.

10

Louisville, Kentucky 40205

•

Until Planting and Harvesting Time

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

GROUP PLANS MAY BE FORMED WHERE
!['BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
THERE ARE S OR MORE EMPLOYEES
I 3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville, Ky. 40205
i
Please mail me information about Blue Cross and Bled Shield without obligation NF-1

OM ON WEEK DAYS 7:30 AM, TO 5:00 P.M.
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employed where there are 10 or more persons.(Fame &RIM Membarst,sea row
Farm Bureau Agent.)
My son or daughter will soon be age 19, or marry Wass ago 19 Send information on how protection may be continued.
I will soon be 65 years old and I am not a Blue Cross aod Blue Shield member
but am interested in the "Blue Cross and Blue Shield 65" Plan so supplement
Medicare beneflts.
(BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD members approaching age 65 need
not mail the coupon Direct-pay members will receive information
by mail. Group members, see your Group AdministratorJ
—

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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OPEN HOUSE
and MECW•11
Frank Beadles (left) Chairman of the Board,
McDade, President.

Sunday January 28th
2:prri to 5:pm

M. R. Jeffress, executive Vice-President (seated); Standing,
(from left): Harold Henderson, Vice-President and cashier; William
Scott, assistant cashier, Kenneth Stanley, assistant cashier.
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Since it first opened for business in 1945, Fulton Bank has dedicated itself to serving the communities of Fulton and South Fulton,
and the surrounding area.
In 1953, our business had grown to the point that we completely
modernized our Lake Street building. Continued growth has made
additional room so imperative that we elected, last year, to erect this
brand-new, spacious building behind our old building, and this weekend we are transferring our complete banking services to our new
"home".
receptionist's
Partial view of the spacious interior, showing
behind the glass doors.
offices
private
and
desks,
officer's
desk,
Floor is carpeted wall-to-wall.

Come and visit us, Sunday. And if you can't come Sunday, visit
us at your first opportunity. We have 24 free parking spaces for customers and visitors, drive-in banking facilities, spacious, carpeted in-

An end-view of our new building, taken from the intersection of
Collins and Mears streets. Customer parking spaces are at the right
and to the rear, and the drive-in windows are at the far end.

terior and all of the modern appointments of a modern Bank.
But with all of this, we shall never lose sight of our principal
reason for being here, and the contributing factor to our continuing
growth: SERVICE to our customers and to our communities. Let us
serve you.

windows.
Another partial view of the Interior, showing tellers'

Notice to our Customers:-

Another view of our spacious, carpeted interior.

We will close at noon,Saturday, January 27th
in order to complete removal of our records
to our new building. We will be open for business in our new building commencing af 9:00
AM on Monday,January 29th

old, is equipped
Our new vault, more than double the six* of our
and detection device.
with a nine-ton door and every modern safety
This hug* door is electrically operated.

FULTON BANK
MEMBER: FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

Our drivit-in windows above, will begin operation Monday. Simply drive around the rear of the bank, pull up to the window and you
may transact your business with our courteous Mier from the Privacy of your car, without having to leave

•

,
Puckett, Sr., Mrs. Bertha Gilbert, Water Valley; Mrs. Swayne Cole,
Itefite 4, Dresden, Mrs. W. D. WinFulton; Tillman Adams, Mrs. Shir- Oakton; Mrs. Gardner Damron
stead of Dultedom and Mrs. Emley Cooper, South Fulton; Mrs. Fain Damron, Martin; Robert Ainmett Aere4 of Warren, Mich.; two
Virginia Dowdy, Clinton; John ley, Route 1, Palmersville.
brothers,,Edgar Griffith of Dresden
The following were patients in Cruse, M. E. Vincent, Dukedom;
and Joe Griffith. of Clarksville,
on Wednesday, Mrs. Grace Griffin, Mrs. Carolyn
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Louis Cole Fulton hospitals
24:
Wade and baby, W. C. Morrison,
of Dukedom :and Mrs. Ernest Clark January
Orvin Morrison, Water Valley;
of Greenfield; fifteen grandchildVoris Colthorp, Mr. Reba Colthorp,
Joe P. Hogan died in Memphis ren, twenty-six great grandchildren
FULTON HOSPITAL
Wingo; M. Q. Champion, Cayce;
on Wednesday, January 17, follow- and one great-great grandchild.
Mrs. Ella Mizzell, Mrs. J. N. Fort Dillon, Crutchfield; Mrs.
ing a long illness Funeral services
Friends may call at Jackson FunWooten, T. D. Boaz, Mrs. Geral- Louis Braswell, Mound City, Ill.
and burial were held in Memphis, eral Home.
Ministerseand religious leaders
dine McClanahan, Rufus Sneed,
with Memphis Funeral Home in
from at least three states will be
Mrs. Dewey Crocker, Nelson Tripp,
charge.
141ILLMIWHOSPITAL
meeting Monday and Tuesday,
Jack Burton, Mrs. Lorene Hart
Mr. Hogan was a brother of J. R.
Arthur Stewart, Mrs. Elbert January 29-30, at the Mid-Continent
Mrs. Adrian Hicks, Mrs. Hattie
"Happy" Hogan of Fulton. He was
Anderson, Gardner Whitlock, Mrs. Vaughan, Mrs. Dale Clark, Miss Baptist Bible College and Baptist
employed by the Engineering DeCharles Arnold Patrick died Tues- Lady Nell Craddock, Mrs. Sandra Mary Moss Hales, Marvin Easley, Bible Institute, Mayfield, Kentucky,
partment of the Memphis Light and day, January 23, at his home on
Kay Arnold, Mrs. Carolyn Grissom, Kenneth Asbell, Bessie Brown, Ful- for the Annual Mid-Winter Bible
Power Company.
Route 4, Fulton, following a long Mrs. Lola Hayes, Herman Parks, ton; Mrs. John Prince, Paula Conference of its Alumni AssociaSurviving are his wife, the former illness.
Miss Kaye Hopkins, Kirby Hood, Hutchens, John Thomas, Wayne tion.
Louise Morrow of Mayfield; two
Funeral services were held Wed- Mrs. Ella Clark, Mrs. Bertie How- Hawks, Herbert Grissom, Joe
The sessions, Monday at 7:00 p.
of
sisters, Mrs. Mary Mottley
nesday, January 24, in Whitnel ard, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr., Mrs. Gambill, South Fulton; James m. and Tuesday at 10:00 and 1:30
Memphis and Mrs. Jack Murphy of Funeral Home chapel, with Rev.
Eula Nelson, Mrs. Mary Nowlin, Tibbs, Route 1, Fulton; Floyd Wat- will be open to all interested perMadisonville, Wisc., and one bro- Ronald Cruse officiating. Burial
Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Laverne Owen- kins, T. L. Ainley, Mrs. Sam Batts, sons, and time for fellowship will
ther, J. R. Hogan of Fulton.
Cemetery,
Springs
Rock
in
was
by, Mrs. Bobby Barclay, Carl Dukedom; Mrs. Herman McKeel, be provided
Mr. Patrick, 79, a retired farmer,
was born in Crutchfield, the son of
'4111111M1110, 'Ilm-INMIIIIIIM3111111111111Mrse
the late Joel and Jennie Walker
Patrick.
Funeral services for Thomas J.
Surviving are his wife, Otte ApGriffith will be held Friday after- person Patrick; two sons, Lewis D.
noon, January 28, at two o'clock in and Lester Patrick, both of Fulton;
the Union Bible Church of Christ, three sisters, Mrs. Ida Finch and
with Bro. Garvin Brundige and Mrs. Eunice Myatt of Crutchfield
:Bro. Harold Cutler officiating. and Mrs. Wes Brown of Memphis;
Burial, in charge of Jackson Fun- three grandchildren, several nieces,
eral Home, will be in Hatter's nephews and cousins.
Chapel Cemetery,
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
Mr. Griffith, 85, a retired farmer
January 29 - Farm Marketing of Route 4, Dresden, died Monday,
January 22, in the WeakJey County Obion County Central High School Hospital at Martin, following an 7:00 pm.
January 31 - Silage School - Farm
illness of one month.
He was born in Weakley County, Bureau Hall - Union City.
February 2 - West Tennessee
Tenn., the son of the late Isam and
Carolyn Crocker Griffith, and was Angus Sale - Brownsville.
February 10 - West Tennessee
married to the former Emily Turbeville, who preceded him in death in Polled Hereford Sale - Brownsville.
1957.
Surviving are one son, William Lyndon Johnson, President:
"There is a better day coming for
Griffith of Warren, Mich.; three
daughters, Mrs. Wayne Laws of the American farmer."

HOSPITAL NEWS

DEATHS

Joe P. Hogan
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Speakers include T. L. McSwain,
pastor of the Immilifuel Baptist
Church in Paducah; C. B. Pierce,
pastor of the Gilbertsville (Ky.)
Baptist Church; Isaac Jones, pastor of Southside Baptist Church,

Conference Opens
At Mayfield 29th,

Charles A. Patrick

Dyersburg, Tennessee; and Tex.
Pyle, pastor of the Mt. Olivet Bat
tist Church, LOWC.3, Kentucky.
All sessions will be held in th
Markham Hall Chapel, North 15t
Street, Mayfield.

LADIES
If something happens to your husband, would
your home be automatically paid in full? Mortgage
redemption insurance is some of the least expensive
on the market. The low cost will amaze you.
Call your Prudential Agent, Tommy Scearce,
472-2562.

Thomas Griffith

CONGRATULATIONS
FULTON BANK
TO THE NEW

DELINQUENT TAXES
YEAR 1966
NAME
Atkins, William
Baker's Fish Market
Brown, Willey
Cavitt, Lynas
Clagett, Nellie
Conner, Harold
Covington, Jack
Covington, Jack
Covington, Jack
Covington, Jack
Cox, Mary
Crittendon, Milton
Cruse, Willie
Curd, Fred
Curd, Fred
Curd, Fred
Drew,Lela Mae
Fields, James
Hankinson, Zela Hensley, David H.
Hensley,David H.
Hicks, Willie
Johnson, Ezell
Jones, Carbet
Lawrence, F. L.
Lawrence, F. L.
Martin, Cole
Matheny, Dudley
Mitchell, Katie
Moody,Charles
Morris, Aaron
McClain, Mary LeeMcClain, Mary Lee
McClanahan Lee
McCuthens, Pauline
McCuthens, Pauline
Patterson, D. L.
Robertson, Elsie
Robertson, J. A.
Rucker, William
Sneed, Rufus
Strange, Helen
Thomas, John D.
Waire, James
Watford, Lucy Est,
Watford, Lucy Est.

Total Taxes
$24.75
16.50
13.75
6.88
6.88
13.75'
23.38
27.50
38.50
41.25
13.75
13.75
6.88
16.50
13.75
6.88
19.25
13.75
6.88
13.75
6.88
13.75
24.75
13.75
24.75
19.25
13.75
13.75
6.88
22.00
13.75
20.63
6.88
24.75
13.75
13.75
13.75
13.75
20.63
13.75
27.50
24.75
16.50
13.75
13.75
6.88

This handsome building is COMPLETELY electric: heating,
cooling, everything is operated electrically. Even the 9-ton vault
door opens at the touch of a finger.
... on an electric button!

An
"All - Electric"
Building!

The tbrhployfive's Hung, is all-electric tool Here you see a n
electric refrigerator and range.

BIMININMI MRS

Those Taxes unpaid on February 1.1968 will be
Certified to the Trustee of Obion County for collection.

FULTON ELECTIIIC SYSTEM

CITY OF SOUTH
FULTON,TENNESSEE

FULTON, KENTUCKY
"Owned by the People of Fulton"
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Mrs. tgilman Westbrook
BORN OUTSIDE
OLD CAPITOL
The Old State House at Frankfort
Good Springs session on last
Kentucky-born Abraham Lincoln
served the Commonwealth as a
Thursday night made the final deoutborn
President
first
the
was
capitol for 80 years—from 1830 to
cision as to plans and contractor
side the original 13 colonies.
1910.
for the rebuilding of the church,
which was destroyed by fire December 2. he Clapp Construction
Company of Water Valley will be
engaged to do the work and will
start as soon is weather permits.
The session is to be commended
for having accomplished this difficult task in five meetings and with
unanimous agreements. The church
by
does express thanks to friends who
have already made donations to the
ION LAIRD
building fund.
Your Tolophono Manager
Rev. and Mrs. McMinn were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
McGuire, following church service
on Sunday. Other guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Matthews.
The Dukedom church now has
church service every Sunday - at
11 a. m. on the first and third Sundays and at 10 a. m. on the second
and fourth Sundays.
Dukedom Homemakers will meet
with Mrs. William Roberts on the
fourth Wednesday afternoon.
I would like to take this opportunity to extend con- Mrs. Carl Westbrook visited with
her husband, who is hospitalized in
gratulationrfa the Fulton Bank on the opening of their the
TB Hospital at Memphis, over
week end.
.\building. I believe that the recently completed theJohn
new
Cruse underwent surgery
removal of a leg at Fulton Hosstructure reflects confidence in the economy of Fulton for
pital last Friday. He is doing well
His children,
ind the surrounding area. An undertaking of this magni- as could be expected.Cruse,
of DeMr. and Mrs. Aubrey
aide is not done., lightly or without a great deal of troit, are at his bedside.
Charley Blaylock was able to rethought. I feel that the officials of the Fulton Bank de- turn to his home Friday, after being in Hillview Hospital for about
3erve a big vote of thanks from the people of the city for three weeks, following a heart attack. It will still be some time be:his contribution both to the economic and the aesthetic fore he will be able to resume
normal activity, but is improving
)etterment of the community.
steadily.
Mrs. James McClure is a patient
in Hillview Hospital.
Mrs. Eula Nelson became Ill
while visiting with her son, Herbert, at Mayfield, and is now a
It occurred to me that there is a great deal in com- patient in Fulton Hospital.

Telephona
Talk.

mon between my company, Southern Bell, and a con...ern such as the Fulton Bank. Although on the surfae,
the two companies would seem to be very different,
what is the end product for both? In my opinion,'it is
service. Just as Southern Bell strives to give the best
possible telephone service, so does Fulton Bank, through
its modern new facilities strive to give the best possible
banking services to its friends in and around Fulton.
And so, as we work toward this common goal of good
service, we at Southern Bell extend again a hearty congratulations to the new Fulton Bank.

Barrow Show Is
Slated Feb. 5
In Louisville
The 1968 Louisville Barrow Show
will be held February 5 - 8, 1968,
at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center.
According to Charles W. Scherer,
Area Extension Swine Specialist,
the schedule of activities will be as
follows:
Monday. February 5, 1968, 8:00
a. m. to 6:00 p. m.. Receivi,ng of
Entries.
Tuesday, February 6, 1968, 8:00
a. m., Individual Barrow Classes.
Wednesday, February 7, 1968,
9:00 a. m., Barrow Classes.
6:30 p. m. Banquet
Thursday, February 8, 8:00 a. m.,
Carcass Show - Fischer Packing
Co. 10:30 a. m. Sale of Breeding
Animals.
There were 5in entries in the 1967
show and a bigger and better show
is anticipated for 1968.
The Louisville Barrow Show is
an excellent place to purchase
breeding stock or to meet the outstanding breeders and contract for
breeding stock to be picked up at a
later date.

Nunn Appoints New
Hearing Officers
Govr Louie B. Nunn has appointed 11 hearing officers for the
State Workmen's Compensation
Board. They are: Peter A. Bennett,
Louisville; Bennett Bratcher, Morgantown; Jon W. Goodman, Munfordville; clay Hundley Jr., Tompkinsville; Jeff V. Jayson, Paris; R.
L. Myre, Paducah; Jim Reid, Hopkinsville; William Schmaedecke,
Covington; Teddy See, Louisa;
George Stiggers, Henderson; Ronald Snyder, Louisville. Nunn also
accepted the resignation of Joseph
S. Freeland, Paducah, from the
Board.

Subscribe To The News

Stouffer's Louisville Inn
has a
Weekend Special
you'll like!
Luxurious room with two double beds
for 3 days(2 nites) AND your choice
of delicious foods and cocktails
Per Person

ft

•CA.YCE NEWS
By ION Obrivo Easederaut
The Electric Project Is one of the
many projects offered to 4-H Youth,
9 - 19 years of age.
The objectives are: to develop
leadership, to learn more about
electricity and proper use and care
of electrical equipment and to help
others learn more about electricity
and its uses.
Last year 11 or 12 clubs took the
special interest electric project
sponsored by RF,CC. The teaching
of this project was done by members of the RECC Staff. As results
of this project, 30 cords were assembled and 20 lamps were made.
Cayce 5th and 6th grade 4-H Clubs
completed the most items. These
items were exhibited at the Farm
Bureau Picnic in August of last
year. Debbie Sowell was selected
over all winner and will be given a
4-H Jacket at the Awards Banquet
in March.
Organizational adult leaders for
Cayce 4-H Clubs were Mesdames
W. B. Sowell, Larry Cardwell, Harold McClellan and Roy M. Taylor.
The RF,CC is one of the regular
donors to our Senior Achievement
program which is sponsored annually. This year, Fulton County will
be host to the meeting which will
be held March 29th.

UK Alumna Is Happy Birthday
Now Librarian
At Vietnam Base
When a 1962 graduate of the
University of Kentucky, Mrs.
Katherine DeDory, took a job as
base librarian at Bien Hoa in Vietnam, she found herself involved
in many other activities. Besides
her library duties, Mrs. DeDory is
organizing a small library for the
local school, directing a singing
group among the soldiers, and regularly visiting orphanages and hospitals.
She writes: "Through singing we
hope to give the children and the
sick a lift from the usual routine
. . Everything in Vietnam seems
to be miniature, the people, the
houses, the shrubs."
EARLY EXPLORERS
As early as 1750, Christopher
Gist, John Findley and others were
descending the Ohio River to Kentucky and becoming acquainted
with the central region of the state.

Free Highway
Maps May Be
Had For Asking
Kentucky has a new look in 1968,
particularly in the things that pertain to the travel industry and Kentucky's image as a vacation land.
First evidence of this new look
is the 1968 Official Highway Hap.
Symbolic of the new surge of
youthful energy in the Bluegrass
State is the leggy colt that gallops
across the cover of the new map,
matching pace with its mature,
graceful mother.
The new map also shows highways that have been extended or
completed during the past year.
Kentucky's great network of interstate highways (64, 65, 71 and 75) is
well on its way to completion.
About 430 miles of these superhighways are open going into 1968. No
part of them still languishes on the
drawing boards. Every section that
is not completed is actually under
construction.
To obtain a free copy of the new
Kentucky Official Highway Map
write to the Department of Public
Information, Travel Division, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Ky. 4061.
Strange Cookbook

All some girls know about cooking is to bring a sailor to a boil.
—Mainsheet, Bainbridge, Md.
The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:
January 26: 0. L. Bowden, Mrs.
Ruben Kimbell, Mary Jo Westpheling; January 27:4 Joy Jobe; January 28: Robert Burrow, Donald
Stokes; January 29: Jane Betty;
January 30: Clyde M. Fields, J.
B. Lee; January 31: Charles Fields,
Nancy Bushart; February 1: Vanden Kimberlir
Franklin Pruitt

S. P. 14001111C & CO.
1411 brsadway, South Fulton
Phone 472-11164
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Ktteben Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Lassiter-Adams
Nuptials Told
Rev. and Mrs. Milton Lassiter of.
Benton, Kentucky announce the
of their daughter, Carol
Diane, to Terry Lee Adams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Adams of
Route 3, Fulton, Kentucky.
The wedding was solemnized on
December 27, 1967, in Cairo, Illinois. The young couple was aecompanied to Cairo by David Bayer of
Fulton and Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams will make
their home with his parents, on
Route 3, Fulton, while they continue their studies at Murray State
University.
FIFTEENTH GOVERNOR
Kentucky's 15th governor, Charles
A. Wickliffe, was U. S. Postmaster
General under President Tyler.
Wickliffe, who became governor in
1838, was Kentucky-born. He served
in the Kentucky General Assembly
and the U. S. Congress.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

- 0047
Was it fate that made`cq
Yellovvstone KetItudry
No.1Bourbon?
No.It was taste.
So even though Yellowstone's
90 moor
fairly expensive, try this
beautiful Bourbon tonight. $485 $1
LO FT
4/5 QT.

55

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof 1. 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.

CONGRATULATIONS
To The New
Fulton Bank

You save 21% from regular
rates thru Weekend Special
Package Plan

OtOu ers'
LOUISVILLE INN
120 W. Broadway•For Res•rvatIona, Phone 582-2241
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and to the foresight and initiative of its officials in providing
this beautiful and up-to-date building for the downtown "Fulton

Near all the theatres, shops and fun spots in Downtown Louisville, you'll like the supreme comfort and luxury that surrounds you
at Stouffer's Louisville Inn.
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Dance to the rhythm of the Derbytown Pipers in our 12th floor
restaurant while enjoying the panoramic view of the city and the
Indiana shore ... while away lazy hours in a "June in January"
atmosphere of the indoor swimming pool ... enjoy the steaming
vapors of the free Sauna Bath...sip cocktails in our newly-created
piano bar and lounge near the first floor dining rooms. Have a ball
this weekend by making a reservation now—tc..dayl
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General Contractor:

McDade Construction Co.
Fulton,Ky.
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Bible School will be held at 10
a. m.
By Mrs. Carey Friel&
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis entertained , with their family dinner
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his Sunday at their home near State
regular appointment at New Salem Line Road. Those attending were
Baptist Church the past Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum and
U a. m., following Sunday School son, Hal, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
at 10. There was a very good at- Hawks and Miss Margarett Bynum.
tendance, 50 present, and that was
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True are
an upward trend, due to so many doing nicely, according to my last
having colds and virus, and the In- report. They have been in due to
clement weather for the past sev- bad weather conditions and hope to
eral weeks.
be out and around very soon.
Gaither Mathis has returned home
Get-Well wishes are sent to Fred
from Fuller Morgan Hospital at McCoy, Jr., in Memphis, who
sufMayfield, after having undergone fered a broken rib in a fall at his
surgery some two weeks ago. He is work several days ago.
We hope he
recovering nicely, to the delight of recovers rapidly.
many friends.
Miss Sammie Jane Mathis has reMr. and Mrs. Rubel Thomas and
son, Ricky, were Sunday afternoon turned to school in IISU the past
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Grover week. She drives from home, near
here.
True.
All this area that was in the grip
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar- of Old Man Winter a week ago now
tin, were Sunday guests of parents.. extends some special thanks to the
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Larsiter, near electric system for restoring powa to otir homes when lines, laden
•
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz have with ice and snow, snapped here
begun some interior work on their and there, the hours they kept on
home and are adding panel walls, the go, doing their best, even to
new ceilings and other improve- loose sleep and hot meals. The
ments, a new bathroom. They are telephone. linemen were on constantly and got all lines repaired
doing their own.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill his the past Wednesday. We now are
appointment at Knob Creek Church enjoying their efforts and are most
of Christ on next Sunday at 11 a. in. grateful for all services rendered.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

THE PARSON SPEAKS
(Continued from pogo Two)
its glory.
And it is just here that the service of our Lord stands at opposite
poles from the service of sin. For
the one thing that sin can never do
is to say to a man, "Sit down and
count the cost of it." Do you think
that the man who has tried for and
missed life's prizes counted the cost
when he was sowing his wild oats?
Sin is too subtle, too sweet, too
masterfully urgent, to give a man
time for arithmetic. Half the battle
of a man's life is won when be sits
down and counts the costs. Sin will
keep a man from that, by hook or
crook. But, "come let us reason together," sayeth the Lord.
Of course, we must distinguish
this wise deliberation from merely
calculating and cowardly prudence.
It is often the man who has counted
the cost most earnestly who knows
a kind of splendid imprudence to
the world. I mean that what the
, world calls prudence is very often
a somewhat shallow thing. It does
not run its roots into the deeps; it is
really a kindlier name for selfishness. And the man who has dwelt
alone with the great things, who
has been touched by the hand of
the Eternal, is not likely in that
sense to be worldly wise.
The fact is, that in all the highest
courage there is the element of
quiet calculation. The truest heroism always counts the cost. Do not
forget, then, that when Jesus says,
"Count the cost," he is really
sounding the note of the heroic. He
does not want anyone on false pretenses.
I have been struck, too, in reading the scriptures, to note how the
great men there learned to count

the cost. They were not suddenly
dragged into service. There was no
unthinking and unreasoning excitement. God gave every one of them
a time of silence before their high
endeavor. Moses was forty days
alone with God. Elijah was alone
with God in the wilderness. Paul,
touched by the finger of God, the
Lord whom he persecuted, took
counsel of no flesh, but departed
into the loneliness of the Arabian
desert. Moses, Elijah, and Paul . .
yes, even Simon Peter going out
into the night . . . were learning
the deep lesson of our people. And
whenever I read the temptations of
Jesus, and of how the Spirit of God
drove him apart, and how Satan
came and showed him all the kingdoms, and taught a less costly way
to sovereignty than by the sweat
of Gethsemane and the water and
blood of Calvary . . . whenever I
read that and recall how he stood
fast, I feel that our Savior counted
the cost himself. A blind acceptance may be justifiable sometimes.
But the great hearts were never led
that way.

Whitnel Funeral Home

Now, I want you to join that reasonable company. I do not know
that that is popular doctrine, but
I want to get the young men back
to church and Christ again.
"Come let us reason together,"
saith the Lord. "Sit down and
count the cost," says Christ. I do
not ask any man to become a
Christian blindly. It is the most reasonable act in the whole world. For
the sake of a saved life and of a
rich eternity you ought to make that
reckoning immediately.
0 Love that will not let me go,
we rest our weary souls in thee.
Teach us the secret of bearing all
things and enduring all things, and
to thee shall be the glory. In Jesus
name. Amen.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor

offers

?VW-
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Fort Laramie, Wyoming, stands as a bastion of fortitude and enterprise, recalling
our nation's rugged trail-blazing past, when pioneer families of faith and vision forged westward to develop the land, build homes and churches. Faith in God can make
a difference for you, too. Do you want to face each day with renewed strength, bring
up your children in a glorious religious tradition, live to the fullest? The church of
your choice, in your community, can show you the way. You and your family are
cordially invited to join your friends and neighbors in Sunday services. Attend regularly, support your church ...reap rich rewards.

This Feature Is Published With The 'Hope Dat More People Will Co To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

AUTO INSPECTION
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff momhors on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tonnotsoo Burial
Ponchos.

An automobile must have its 1968
license tag before it can be inspected under Kentucky's new motor
vehicle inspection law, says the Department of Public Safety.

Tolophono 472-2332
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

Jobbers of Stoll Propitiates

302 Carr Strait

Fulton and South Fullest

Phone 472-1412

Fulton
Phone 472.3151

Fulton

Compliments el

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Proscription Drug Store
Puffin, Ky.

Phone 4721383

THE CITTZE2IS BANK
Make our bank your bank

Fulton Wholesale FlorhPts
Cut Hewer-

Dial 479-1371

Phone 336-210.5

Hickman, Ky.

Groton florist supplies

"ki

tired of being
"9902711'i
1:0574 001 1(J33,
tired of bolos lost
pen
...
Ohre
we all are) BUT.. at the
ember
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to chock rat you enjoy an individuality so
not juet
wares today. You're YOU
another number. We muck prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try It some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Excotiont Cocktails, Dining, Dondng
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Tolitpionot HUisoo 3-4400
TolosrPot 202-9U-0304
vamillrogrannogr,

ODNER HOTEL
NwRINT
.
1/4/41'111XTIMITISTWIET, NOPIT

WASHINGTON.D.C. 20010

PURE MILK COMPANY

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store or at your door

Fulton, Kentucky

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resat! Store"
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 471-3311

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

South Fulton, Twin.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Dukedom, Tann.

Antiques

Iscoliont rood
Souvwdrs
Private dining for ISO

King Molar Company. Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Avilwarixted Pontiac and Romblon. Dtsolor
Kentucky Aviv,

—

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

Hickman, Ky.

Atombor of Kentucky Surfit Assoc.
Phones 465-5414

Dial 4724421

472-1342

41$ Lake Street

Fulton

Moe 422-1471
11111 W. Stets Lino

Phone 4754171

